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SAINT ELIZABETH ANN SETON PARISH 
310 HERTZLER ROAD, MECHANICSBURG PA. 17055 

Sunday: February 8, 2015 –– 5th Sunday in Ordinary Time 
 
Job 7:1-4, 6-7 / 1 Corinthians 9:16-19, 22-23 / Mark 1:29-39 
 

We spend too much of our life trying to make our problems go away.  It’s almost a 
knee-jerk reaction when someone tells us bad news to respond quickly by saying, 
“Everything will be okay.”  The truth is that sometimes things don’t turn out okay.  
  
Recently the world was captivated by a conversation between Pope Francis and a little 
girl in the Philippines. “Why?,” 12-year-old Glyzelle Palomar asked the Pope, “Why 
does God allow so many children to suffer?”  That’s as far as she got before she broke 
into sobs.  In a poignant moment, Pope Francis pulled her close to himself and stood in 
silence, holding and hugging her.  The Pope was so moved that he abandoned the 
prepared text of his homily. 
  
Instead, he told the people to “learn to weep.”  He didn’t tell young Glyzelle, or the 
huge crowd gathered before him, or the world’s media that was waiting for an answer, 
“Everything will be okay.”  Instead he said something startling, something the world 
cannot begin to understand:  “Certain realities in life,” Pope Francis said, “we only see 
through eyes that are cleansed by our tears.” 
  
You and I need a spirituality that accepts tears.  We need the Old Testament reality 
called “lament.”  Many of the Old Testament psalms are laments; African-American 
spirituals are laments; the truest cries of our hearts are often laments.   
  
Lament is not sadness. That’s too superficial. Lament is so much more. 
  
Lament recognizes that there is something wrong with the reality in which we live, but 
much more than a simple complaint or selfish whining, lament reaches beyond the pain 
and injustice of the present moment to reach for something beyond.  
  
In our first Bible reading today we encounter the person of Job.  Job’s story is so familiar 
that even his name has become synonymous with suffering.  Job is not the example of 
suffering; he is not the patron saint of patience; he is, rather, the embodiment of lament.   
  
Lament is the ground of pain and brokenness and anguish that tells us that the way 
things are is not how they must always remain.  
  
We too often refuse to sit in lament and bewail our pain; our imagination does not allow 
us to embrace and remain immersed in lament. Rather we cover it over and pretend 
that all is well. Lament is the source of hope. Without a ground of pain there is no hope. 
If everything is right with the world we need nothing beyond this world.  If everything 
will be okay, we need no redemption, no healing, no salvation, no heaven. 
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Lament brings the pain and injustice of this world deeply into our hearts and souls, 
compelling the tears to well up inside us because we are powerless to deal with all that 
is wrong.  Lament refuses the easy answer, the quick “Everything will be okay.”  
Instead, lament forces us to look beyond ourselves – dare I say to God, to the cross, to 
heaven — for answers.  Looking there reminds us that some answers don’t come 
quickly or easily.  Some take a lifetime. 
  
Lament forces us to do what Pope Francis did with a 12-year-old girl taken from the 
streets: hold her, weep with her, be moved by her, love her, and look with her for a 
place where life makes more sense. Lament bewails the sin of this world and cries out 
for the justice of the next world. 
  
We are created for infinity and nothing less will satisfy us.   Glossing over the pain of 
this world does no one any good.  Telling ourselves and others that everything will be 
okay only whitewashes reality. Many things in this world do not turn out okay, and 
ultimately the effects of sin will win: you and I will die. 
  
The Eucharist, however, compels us to admit the truth.  
  
The Eucharist — the miraculous transformation of corruptible bread and wine into the 
incorruptible body and blood of Jesus — is the sacrament of perfect lament.  It takes the 
injustice of this world, the unanswerable questions of life itself, and holds them up to 
God not for an answer but for transformation! 
  
The Eucharist is the sacrament of a hope that transforms its host, but does not consume 
it, does not overpower it, does not destroy it.  
  
It can do the same for us.  
  
The Eucharist teaches us to speak truth to God: life sometimes hurts!  In that hurt we 
learn through lament to reach upward, beyond ourselves.  God’s grace can transform 
us, just as it does bread and wine, without consuming us, overpowering us, destroying 
us.   Grace gives us hope.  But first we must be steeped in it, unafraid to face sorrow and 
pain and to reach beyond the quick fix into the unknowable, the ineffable, the eternal. 
 
That is lament: admit the truth of pain, fear, worry, sorrow, rage, and then reach from 
those emotions toward God. God will reach back. Don’t run from sorrow and pain.  
  
It’s not in the ordinariness of life that we most keenly see God and are transformed by 
grace. It’s at the edges, in the darkness, in the weeping, in the depths of life. Don’t run 
from that, but look into it and accept the embrace of God. That’s a spirituality of 
transformation, not of superficiality. 
 


